
The hyper-intelligent platform that streamlines 
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The only dynamic collaboration platform in the world. 

Co-created with the highest-tier material science manufacturers.

 Information 

Say goodbye to scattered information forever. Alinor collects 
information from all sides, and displays it beautifully for the right 
people when they need it. 

 Automation 

Manage client projects incredibly fast. Automate your existing 
project workflow (no matter how complex) and let it run itself.

average time saved for your sales teams.

 Visibility

See your operations from the top. Get an eagle eye view of each 
project, stakeholder, employee, actions and much more. 

 Protected

Encrypted everything. All data is encrypted between you and your 
clients. Control exactly who sees what internally and externally. 
Support for all forms of legal contracts.

10.2 days / mo

increase in your client-serving capacity.

90%

average set up time for Alinor. 

10 minutes

increase in deal completion rate.

60%

of current delays are related to admin work.

65%



Your employees and your clients get access to overviews of exactly what stage projects 
are in. Your cross-company teams have instant access to the right information when 
they need it, making thing unbelievably efficient. 

 Instant across your organization. Everything is updated across all projects. Different 
teams can be on the same page. Executives can approve any steps with the click of a 
button.

 The right information at the right time. Alinor automatically requests the appropriate 
data from all your client and employees as each party needs it. It doesn’t only speed 
up your operations, but your client’s as well.

 An incredible client experience. Give your clients the experience they want. With 
Alinor, they can request authorizations, get signatures, present project cases, 
integrate with their systems, and more with a few clicks.

 Information

Goodbye to scattered information.
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#121212

History 

Product

Requested data

Legal

Payment

People

Order history

Mitsubishi chem project

Steve Rogers finalized product selection.

David Einberg  Dennis von Kraemerrequested authorization from .

John Smith approved the step.

Project  sent to .Mitsubishi chem project David Einberg

Hato Research
Head company

31.05.23
Date created

8
People involved

Requested data

Billing address 

Purchase order

Shipping address 

Design schematics

Product specifications

Files

Data



Set up your work flows in Alinor and watch them run themselves. Set up points to check 
project information, send files, and more. Alinor notifies you exactly when you need to 
take an action. Run hundreds of projects at once with minimal input.

 3x more clients you can serve. Alinor guides your clients through your process for 
you, freeing endless hours for you and your teams. 

 Stress free. You are fully in control with Alinor. Do you want to be the only person 
who can confirm a project to start? Decide that only a specific person can send 
quotations? If you can think it, you can make it happen on Alinor. 

 Integrations. Alinor flows seamlessly into over 100 enterprise softwares. Automate 
and speed up your existing work flow, don’t replace it. Zero coding or technical 
knowledge on your side required.

 Automation

Collaborations that run themselves.
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Contact information
Collect step 1

Get approval
Your step
Get approval
Your step

Get approval
Your step
Product requirements
Collect step 2

Get approval
Your step
Legal and compliance
Collect step 3

Get approval
Your step
Send quotation
Your step



Get instant access into every collaboration.See an overview of where your whole 
company is going and who’s working on what, or dig into each project and gain 
powerful insights.

 See real-time updates across departments, subsidiaries, and employees. Every action 
is tracked inside of Alinor, from file uploads and authorizations, to invoice creations, 
and everything in between.

 Intelligent notifications. Alinor tracks all your open projects simultaneously and 
notifies the right person automatically when they are needed for an action. 

 Track finances and upcoming payments. Alinor knows each project’s payment split 
and notifies your finance team exactly when a new invoice needs to be sent.

 Visibility

Highest peak of information views.
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Active projects 13

Search projects 

Single payment

Single payment
$ 540.00

30/70 payment
$ 15,540.00

20/20/60 payment
$ 145,540.00

Single payment
$ 1,500.00

Single payment
$ 1,500.00

Single payment
£ 1,500.00

Poland
$ 3055.00 Nanoink 1B14.04.23

12.04.23Germany Purity test 1

10.04.23Japan Nanoink printer

01.04.23United States Purity test 1

11.02.23United States Nanoink 1B

27.03.23S Korea Purity test 2

ProductPriceName Start date

29.01.23United Kingdom Nanoink 1B

3
Missed payment

10
Waiting for approval

8
Nearing completion

73.4%
Portion of funds still to come



Projects on Alinor are encrypted between you and your client, meaning no one on this 
planet has access. You also control exactly who sees what inside of your company. Plus, 
support for deal flow tools like T&C, NDAs, IP licensing and more are built right in. 

 Custom legal packages. Collect all documents needed for a project, and send them in 
one package to your client. Annotation support for client side and built in 
authorizations, so clients can add the proper person to sign off. 

 Internal controls. You have full control of who sees what internally. Products can 
exist on Alinor that the majority of your own users don’t know about. The same 
applies to files, projects, and everything else. 

 Encryptions and SSO for your clients. Alinor uses industry standard Single-Sign-On 
functionality to generate a custom sign in code for the specific email addresses you 
set. No one but that person can ever gain access to your project.

 Security

Designed for proprietary products.
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Welcome.
This project is encrypted and private. 

Your email address

Continue

Security controls

Add emails

Can view

Set an email that a client needs to access order. 

Choose who in your organization can view this template.

Can edit

Choose who in your organization can edit this template.

Private

Make this project email and password protected for clients.
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Join the wave of companies starting to 
do business the better way. 

Sign up in a few minutes. Roll it out in ten.   

Incredibly impressive.

Alinor customer, COO

A great and intuitive piece of 
software. Alinor customer, CSO

It feels like the future.

Alinor customer, CEO
“ ”


